Maternal Report of Advice Received for Infant Care
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BACKGROUND: Advice has been associated with increased adherence to recommended infant care practices, and may represent a modifiable factor to promote infant health.

METHODS: A stratified, 2-stage, clustered design, with oversampling of black and Hispanic mothers, was used to survey a nationally representative sample of 1031 mothers of infants aged 2 to 6 months. Survey questions assessed advice received from doctors, birth hospital nurses, family, and media regarding immunization, breastfeeding, sleep position, sleep location, and pacifier use. Weighted frequencies of no advice and advice consistent with recommendations were calculated to obtain prevalence estimates. Multivariable logistic regression analyses were performed to assess factors associated with receipt of recommendation consistent advice.

RESULTS: Although doctors were the most prevalent source of reported advice, ~20% of mothers reported no doctor advice for breastfeeding or sleep position, and more than 50% reported no advice regarding sleep location or pacifier use. Reported advice from nurses was generally similar to doctors. The prevalence of any advice from family or media was 20% to 56% for nearly all care practices, and advice given was often inconsistent with recommendations. The only factors that were consistently associated with receipt of recommendation consistent advice were race/ethnicity and parity; black and Hispanic mothers and first-time mothers were more likely to report recommendation consistent advice.

CONCLUSIONS: Mothers commonly report receiving either no advice or recommendation inconsistent advice from each of the 4 sources we studied. By identifying care practices with low prevalence of recommendation consistent advice from potentially important advisors, our findings highlight opportunities for future intervention.

WHAT'S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Parental adherence to recommended infant care practices (eg, breastfeeding; safe sleep) is below targeted goals. Adherence to practice recommendations increases when parents receive appropriate advice from multiple sources such as family and physicians.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: Using a nationally representative sample, this study explores the advice mothers receive about safe sleep, immunization, breastfeeding, and pacifier use; the findings suggest infant care practices about which mothers receive little or inappropriate advice, suggesting possible targets for intervention.
A variety of infant care practices are known to impact health outcomes. Medical and public health advocacy groups such as the American Academy of Pediatrics have therefore issued guidelines and recommendations to promote evidence-based practices for immunization, breastfeeding, and safe sleep behaviors. Although studies have revealed associations between recommendations and maternal infant care practices, relatively little is known about the frequency with which mothers receive such advice and the extent to which advice given is consistent with evidence-based guidelines.

The Study of Attitudes and Factors Effecting Infant Care Practices (SAFE) was designed to obtain nationally representative data related to mothers’ choices regarding recommended safe sleep and other infant care practices. Factors surveyed included advice received from a variety of potentially influential sources, and the extent to which the advice was consistent with current recommendations. The scope of advice sources and infant care practice behaviors captured in this nationally representative, cross-sectional survey conducted in 2011–2012, provides a unique opportunity to better understand the quantity and quality of advice reported by mothers across the United States for important infant care practices.

The specific objectives of this report are as follows: (1) to determine whether mothers report receiving advice from doctors, birth hospital nurses, family, and the media about immunization, breastfeeding, sleep position, sleep location, and pacifier use; (2) describe the extent to which the advice they report receiving is consistent with current recommendations; and (3) assess the association between maternal sociodemographic factors and maternal report of receiving recommendation consistent advice.

METHODS

The SAFE study used a stratified 2-stage, clustered design to obtain a nationally representative sample of mothers of infants aged 2 to 6 months, with oversampling of Hispanic and non-Hispanic (NH) black mothers. The first stage sampled 32 intrapartum hospitals with at least 100 births reported in the past year, using the 2010 American Hospital Association annual survey of hospitals. Among the 32 hospitals initially selected, 69% agreed to participate; sampling procedures were used to identify replacement hospitals within the same stratum to complete the full sample of 32 hospitals. Institutional review board approval was obtained at all participating institutions.

Sampled hospitals were assigned targets for sampling and enrollment of Hispanic, NH-black, and NH-other race mothers so that ~1000 completed follow-up surveys were obtained from mothers of infants aged 2 to 6 months, including at least 250 surveys each from Hispanic and NH-black mothers. Mothers were enrolled between January 2011 and February 2013. Mothers were eligible for the study if they spoke English or Spanish, lived in the United States, and would be providing care for their infant by 2 to 4 months after delivery. At the time of enrollment, mothers providing written informed consent completed a short initial interview to collect demographic information including the following: mother’s age, education and income level; pregnancy and delivery history including infant gender and birth weight and mother’s parity; and contact information for follow-up from Boston University study staff. Mothers were eligible to complete the survey once their infant was >60 days old. Mothers received reminders to complete the survey a few days before the infants’ 60th day of age and then approximately weekly thereafter until completion of the survey or the infants’ 180th day of age. After the infant reached 180 days of age, mothers received no additional reminders, but were still permitted to complete the survey. Eleven mothers completed the survey after the infants’ 180th day of age, with the oldest infant being 227 days of age at the time the survey was completed.

Measures

The follow-up survey included questions about advice received from 4 different sources: doctors, nurses at the hospital where the infant was born, family, and the media, and regarding 5 infant care practices: immunization, breastfeeding, sleep position, sleep location, and pacifier use. All measures were self-reported.

Receipt of Advice

To determine if mothers recalled receiving advice about the different infant care practices from each of the 4 sources, mothers were asked a true/false question as to whether “[Source] has given me advice about [practice]”; for example, “My baby’s doctor has given me advice about where my baby should sleep,” or “My family has given me advice about breastfeeding.” If the mother answered “false,” then she was categorized as receiving “no advice” for that practice from that source. If she answered true, a follow-up question was asked to determine the nature of the advice relative to current recommendations (see below).
Advice Consistency With Recommendations

To categorize advice received as either consistent or not consistent with recommendations, mothers were asked to agree or disagree on a 7-point Likert scale (ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree) with whether “[Source] thinks I should [practice]”; for example, “My family thinks I should get my baby all of the recommended baby shots (vaccinations).” For immunization, breastfeeding, and pacifier use, categorization was based on the response to a single question about each behavior, and responses of 5 to 7 were categorized as “consistent with recommendations.”

For sleep position, the same question stem was asked for each of 3 sleep positions: back, side, or stomach; for example, “The nurses at the hospital where my baby was born think that I should place my baby to sleep on the side.” In keeping with the most recent safe sleep guidelines,5 recommendation consistent advice for sleep position was categorized as a response of 5 to 7 for back sleep only (ie, responses indicating source recommendation of back sleep and any other sleep position were considered not consistent with recommendations).

For sleep location, the question stem was repeated for each of 4 sleep locations: infant’s own bed/own room, infant’s own bed/parents’ room, shared bed for part of night, or shared bed for whole night. Similar to sleep position, advice for sleep location was determined to be consistent with recommendations if a 5 to 7 response was given for room-sharing without bed-sharing only.

Statistical Analysis

All analyses accounted for the stratified 2-stage cluster sample design for both parameter estimates and SEs by using SAS (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC) procedures for complex survey designs. Data were weighted to account for sampling probabilities and dropout, and to reflect the national joint distribution of maternal age and race/ethnicity. As a check on the representativeness of our sample, weighted demographics were compared with the national demographics of mothers delivering in 2011/2012 by using National Center for Health Statistics data.20

Weighted frequencies of no advice and advice consistent or not consistent with recommendations were calculated to obtain prevalence estimates for receipt of advice and consistency of advice with published recommendations. Multivariable logistic regression analyses were performed to assess the association between maternal or infant factors and the likelihood of reporting having received advice consistent with recommendations. The no advice and “received advice not consistent with recommendations” groups were pooled in these logistic regressions to create a binary outcome of receipt of recommendation consistent advice or not. Variables included in the model, selected a priori based on documented associations from previous literature, included maternal age, race/ethnicity, education level, parity, and income, US region of residence, and infant gender, birth weight, and infant age at the time of interview. We elected not to perform analyses for report of pacifier advice because we thought these were unlikely to be informative given the low prevalence of reported advice for pacifier use.

Weighting and analyses were conducted with SAS 9.3 software by using procedures for analyzing complex survey design data; α for all tests was set at 0.05.

RESULTS

Among 2172 mothers who met sampling criteria, 2001 (92%) were eligible (Fig 1). Of those eligible mothers, 1757 (88%) were approached and of those approached 1276 (73%) were enrolled. When eligible mothers were not approached, the reason was generally related to staff availability or other logistical issues. Mothers who were not approached did not differ from those who were approached with regards to either maternal age or maternal race/ethnicity, which were the only data available for these mothers. The follow-up survey was completed by 1031 mothers (81% of those enrolled). The targeted oversample of at least 25% black and 25% Hispanic mothers was achieved (Table 1). After weighting and adjustment for cluster sampling, our sample demographic closely matched 2011/2012 National Center for Health Statistics data.20

Advice Received

Figure 2 illustrates the extent to which mothers reported receiving advice from a given source for each infant care practice, and the proportion of advice received that was consistent with current American Academy of Pediatrics recommendations.

Doctors were reported as most often providing advice. However,
substantial percentages of mothers reported no advice from doctors; ~20% of mothers reported no advice from doctors for breastfeeding and sleep position, and >50% reported no advice about sleep location or pacifier use. In addition, although advice from doctors was often consistent with recommendations, as much as 10% to 15% of reported advice was not consistent with recommendations for breastfeeding and pacifier use, and >25% was not consistent with recommendations for sleep position or location.

Generally, when advice was not consistent with recommendations, it was because the mother reported doctor support for both the behavior that was consistent and at least 1 behavior that was not consistent with recommendations; for example, of the 25.7% of mothers reporting sleep position advice from doctors not consistent with recommendations, 85% of those (ie, 22% of all mothers) reported advice in support of back sleep and at least 1 other position, usually side sleep. For sleep location, of the 28.7% of mothers reporting doctor advice not consistent with recommendations, 66% (ie, 19% of all mothers) reported advice for the recommended practice of infant’s own bed/parents’ room and another location.

Report of advice from birth hospital nurses was generally similar to that reported from doctors, except that a lower percentage of mothers reported receiving advice from nurses about immunizations.

Family was reported as a source of advice roughly 30% to 60% of the time, with variable consistency with recommendations. Of family advice reported, more than 20% of advice about breastfeeding, and roughly two-thirds of advice about sleep position, sleep location, and pacifier use was not consistent with recommendations. Media was reported as a source of advice less than half of the time, with the exception of ~70% of mothers reporting advice about breastfeeding from the media. This advice was frequently not consistent with recommendations; almost 20% of reported breastfeeding advice from the media was not consistent with recommendations. Also noteworthy was that >25% of mothers reporting receipt of media advice about vaccination indicated that the advice was not consistent with recommendations. Similar to health care providers, when advice from family or media was not consistent with recommendations, it was generally because mothers reported advice in support of both the behavior that was consistent and at least 1 behavior that was not consistent with recommendations. However, it was notable that, of the 32.5% of mothers reporting family sleep position advice not consistent with recommendations, 51% (ie, 17% of all mothers) reported advice in support of prone sleep, either with or without another position, and 30% (ie, 10% of all mothers) reported family advice that did not include any support for back sleep.

Factors Associated With Receipt of Recommendation Consistent Advice

Figure 3 A and B reveal results of multivariable logistic regression to examine maternal factors associated
with the report of receiving advice consistent with recommendations. The only factors that consistently were associated with whether mothers reported receiving recommendation consistent advice were race/ethnicity (Fig 3A) and parity (Fig 3B). In these figures, an odds ratio of >1 (to the right) indicates increased likelihood of reporting receipt of recommendation consistent advice compared with the reference group (white mothers [Fig 3A] and primiparous mothers [Fig 3B]).

No consistent noteworthy associations were observed for the other potential factors assessed including the following: region, maternal age, education, and income; and infant age, gender, and birth weight.

**Race/Ethnicity**

In general, black and Hispanic mothers were more likely than white mothers to report receiving recommendation consistent advice. Although not all reached statistical significance, point estimates were consistently greater than 1 for the odds of black versus white and Hispanic versus white mothers reporting recommendation consistent advice from all sources for vaccination, breastfeeding, and sleep location. Sleep position was the only behavior for which point estimates were consistently below 1.0; however, none of these reached statistical significance. For the other 3 behaviors, the most consistent and strongest differences were for advice from hospital nurses, with Hispanic and black mothers each having roughly twice the odds of reporting recommendation consistent advice from nurses compared with white mothers; for Hispanic mothers, the adjusted odds ranged from 1.8 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.3–2.1) to 1.9 (95% CI: 1.7–2.6); and for black mothers, the range was 2.1 (95% CI: 1.5–2.9) to 2.4 (95% CI: 1.5–4.0).

**Parity**

Compared with first time mothers, multiparous mothers had consistently lower odds of reporting recommendation consistent advice from family and media for all behaviors, with a range of 0.52 (95% CI: 0.3–0.8) to 0.93 (95% CI: 0.7–1.3). By contrast, the report of advice from health care providers did not generally differ between primiparous and multiparous mothers.

**DISCUSSION**

In this nationally representative study of advice for infant care practices, the overall prevalence of mothers of infants reporting that they received advice from doctors, birth hospital nurses, family, or media was 23% to 89% from health care providers, and 20% to 69% for family and the media; and advice received was often not consistent with recommendations. Even for well-accepted recommendations such as supine sleep, breastfeeding, and immunization, up to 45% of mothers reported receiving either no advice or recommendation inconsistent advice from health care professionals. Understanding the prevalence of advice reported by source of advice and the sources of advice that more frequently provide advice that is inconsistent with recommendations may help identify important targets for public health.
efforts to increase adherence. For health care providers, our findings may suggest a need for increased attention not only to the content of advice delivered, but also to message clarity and delivery. Family and media, meanwhile, appear to represent a particularly untapped resource for advice to mothers of infants.

Previous studies of advice for infant care practices have generally been conducted in specific populations or examined advice for a single infant care practice, particularly sleep position or location. In a 2010 study of predominantly African American mothers enrolled in Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children, rates of health care professional advice consistent with recommendations (ie, recommending exclusive supine sleep) were similar to our study findings (56% vs 54.5% of doctors and 46% vs 52.7% of nurses, respectively). With respect to physician advice about bed-sharing, the 2013 National Infant Sleep Position study revealed a similarly high prevalence of mothers reporting no receipt of advice from doctors (54% vs 51%)
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A, Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI) of receiving recommendation consistent advice for black and Hispanic versus white mothers (reference) by infant care practice and source. The small squares represent adjusted odds ratio point estimates and bars represent 95% CIs. An adjusted odds ratio of >1 (to the right of the 1.0 line) indicates increased likelihood of reporting receipt of recommendation consistent advice compared with the reference group of white mothers. Variables adjusted for in the model include maternal age, education level, parity, and income, US region of residence and infant gender, birth weight, and infant age at the time of interview. B, Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI) of receiving recommendation consistent advice for multiparous versus primiparous mothers (reference) by infant care practice and source. The small squares represent adjusted odds ratio point estimates and bars represent 95% CIs. An odds ratio of >1 (to the right of the 1.0 line) indicates increased likelihood of reporting receipt of recommendation consistent advice compared with the reference group of primiparous mothers. Variables adjusted for in the model include maternal age, race/ethnicity, education level, and income, US region of residence and infant gender, birth weight, and infant age at the time of interview.

advice given because we defined recommendation consistent advice for sleep location as advice for room sharing without bed-sharing only, whereas that study assessed physician advice as positive, negative, or neutral toward bed-sharing.

An unexpected finding of our study was that black and Hispanic mothers were more likely than white mothers to report advice consistent with recommendations for all infant care practices except sleep position, despite previous literature revealing white mothers have generally higher rates of adherence with recommendations.12,13,21–23 Perhaps less surprising was that multiparous mothers reported less advice than first time mothers, especially from family and media. In both cases, it may be that certain mothers are perceived by potential advisors as needing less advice, though there is no evidence that some mothers need less advice than others. Differences may also reflect more proactive advice seeking by some mothers, or different perceptions of what constitutes advice, particularly among mothers from different racial or ethnic backgrounds.

It is important to consider that all outcomes in this study were obtained by self-report. We acknowledge that perceived receipt of advice is not the same as actual advice given, and could be impacted by a variety of factors including advice seeking, attitudes toward advice receipt (in general and from a given source), and behavior. Nevertheless, perception seems particularly relevant in the case of advice, where the opportunity for action rests with the advice recipient. We also acknowledge that our sample of 32 hospitals and ~1000 mothers would not be expected to represent the US population perfectly, though our weighted sample provided demographics well matched to the US population. In addition, these data were collected in 2011–2012; however, we are unaware of subsequent large scale programs likely to have changed the advice patterns identified in this study.

This study was not designed to assess or comment on the merits of existing recommendations, but rather to examine the degree to which mothers of infants report receiving advice, and whether specific maternal factors are associated with receipt of advice consistent with current recommendations. There are a variety of reasons that potential advisors may not give advice or may give advice inconsistent with recommendations. These reasons may include lack of knowledge of the recommendations, a perception of controversy surrounding the recommendations, or actual disagreement with the recommendations. It is possible that some health professionals may choose to avoid controversy or a lengthy conversation about potentially controversial guidelines during a busy, time-pressured practice.

CONCLUSIONS

This study provides a comprehensive picture of advice for infant care practices in a nationally representative sample. By identifying care practices with low prevalence of recommendation consistent advice from potentially important advisors, our study provides insights that may be useful to providers, public health professionals, and policy makers that develop and issue recommendations. There is some evidence that a multimodal approach may be most promising in improving the quality and quantity of advice reported by mothers.24 We are currently undertaking an intervention trial at 16 of the SAFE study hospitals to assess a multimodal approach to improving recommendation consistent messaging for infant care practices.
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